
St. Luke’s Episcopal School
8th Grade Summer Reading

Over the summer, you are expected to read at least two books from the Summer Reading List.  For both
books, you will complete a Thought Tracker and Plot Diagram.  For one book, you will complete a Character
Head and give a 3-5 minute oral presentation when we return to school in the fall.  If you would like to read a
book that is not on the list, please reach out to Ms. Vied via email (vvied@sles-sa.org) to seek approval.

Tracking Your Thinking

As you read your novels over the summer, you will be asked to track your thinking (follow this link for
sentence stems and questions to prompt your thinking).  You are expected to record roughly one thought
per 20 pages of the novel.  This doesn’t have to interrupt the flow of your reading, you can record thoughts
on post-it notes and then create a thought log by hand or online when you’re finished reading.  You might
prefer keeping a notebook handy while you’re reading so you don’t risk losing your thoughts.  Whatever works
best for you.  You can fill out a digital thought log or recreate one.

Title

Author

Pages & Thoughts _____ total pages / 20 = _____ approximate number of thoughts to track

Thought Log

Title

Author

Pages & Thoughts _____ total pages / 20 = _____ approximate number of thoughts to track

Thought Log

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T1bxFxQ2ros5VzrzXQCGeTtuVSPuypLj1e7tphkeVv4/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:vvied@sles-sa.org
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CMI3qCFrXHrfUr2nwuSjvOqwJbZVNwGG/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-YSZdeGLDONjq86i5y85M0IrfOvkYeR9jlTuMXI5i3E/edit?usp=sharing




Plot Diagram

A PLOT DIAGRAM covers all the basic plot points (what happens) in a novel. See attached sheet for template.

EXPOSITION: The exposition includes the setting (where most of the action takes place) and who the main
characters are.

RISING ACTION: Rising action refers to the things that happen (plot points) that lead to the climax. You should
write 2-3 plot points (even though there are many more in the novel.)

CLIMAX: The climax is the highest point of tension or drama or excitement in a novel. You might say it is the
part of the novel that draws out the most emotion from the reader. It also marks a turning point for the main
character. Write, “The climax happened when….”

FALLING ACTION: Falling actions are the plot points that take place after the climax and bring the reader to the
story’s end. Write 2-3 plot points here.

RESOLUTION: The resolution of a novel is how all the problems and conflicts that happened in the novel are
resolved. Write 1-2 plot points (or as many as it takes) to describe how the MAIN problems in the book are
resolved.

You may print the PLOT DIAGRAM or recreate your own version. Fill it out based on the information you
gathered in the book. Read the novel and enjoy it as you read. Keep the plot diagram in mind. You can keep
sticky notes or a pencil handy and identify or underline things in your book that might be used to fill out the
plot diagram.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uJmX5iYAYyoEvQY4y7TagtacMAxhtmSo/view?usp=sharing


Character Head
Characterization Rubric

Choose one character and characterize them using the template provided. A higher resolution of the
template and student examples can be found here.

100 POINTS AVAILABLE

_____ / 5 Head is securely glued to reinforced backing (cardboard, cardstock, or poster board).

_____ / 5 Character’s name in large font.

_____ / 5 Include one significant character quote.

_____ / 10 On the back, include an explanation of the significant quote.  Why did you choose it?  Why
is it important for the character?  What complexity does it reveal about the character?

_____ / 5 Include two images relevant to the character (concrete or abstract).

_____ / 5 Include three adjectives to describe the character.

_____ / 5 Include the character’s nickname in the story OR one you create.  Explain it.

_____ / 5 Briefly describe a turn point event involving the character.

_____ / 5 Identify the type of character (likely dynamic or static) with a brief explanation of why.

_____ / 5 Include the title of the novel or story, author, and genre.

_____ / 5 Use an attractive color scheme with virtually no white space.

_____ / 5 All text is legible, dark, and attractive. Final text is not written in pencil.

_____ / 5 Head and backing are cut and trimmed neatly.

_____ / 5 Error free in grammar, mechanics, and spelling.

_____ / 5 Name on the back of the final product.

_____ / 10 Attention to detail, high quality of work, unfolded without creases and crumples.

_____ / 10 Quality of work reflects knowledge and understanding of character.

__________ POINTS EARNED

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bhoVK5dUCYvIosYx7J7mKBQLcfMIOQKA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bhoVK5dUCYvIosYx7J7mKBQLcfMIOQKA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jx4qUloxnFQ6HIPB0tXCue7NoiaoJ8vN/view?usp=sharing







